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In their recent article, Dussex et al. (2018) draw attention to
some current issues in New Zealand avian systematics, and
particularly the difficulties that can potentially arise in cases
where molecular and morphological data prove difficult to
reconcile. These researchers call for integrative approaches
to avian systematics, to overcome the limitations of singlemethod studies, and we wholeheartedly agree with this
common-sense view. Additionally, while taxonomic studies
at shallow phylogenetic levels may struggle to capture dynamic
evolutionary processes, multiple forms of concordant data
can provide a strong basis for recognising and conserving
recently-evolved biological diversity.
Given Dussex et al.’s (2018) plea for avian taxonomy to
be grounded in multiple sources of non-conflicting data, we
were surprised to read their criticism of a recent study that
used precisely the type of integrative approach that these
authors seem to advocate. Specifically, Dussex et al. (2018)
take issue with Rawlence et al.’s (2017) recent recognition of

extinct New Zealand swan (Cygnus spp.) taxa, despite the fact
that Rawlence et al.’s (2017) recommendations were based
on congruent findings from both morphological and genetic
data analyses (Fig. 1). Dussex et al.’s (2018) statements that
“This example…demonstrates a preference for one type of
data when it tells a more exciting story” and “at least three
papers [Rawlence et al. (2017) included]…exemplify the
issues inherent in ignoring inconvenient lines of evidence for
species classification” seem to question the scientific integrity
of Rawlence et al. (2017). In particular, the allegation that
Rawlence et al. (2017) misrepresented evidence by showing
bias towards a particular dataset is bewildering, especially given
that Cygnus molecules and morphology yielded patterns that
were completely congruent (Fig. 1). Unfortunately, Dussex
et al. (2018) provide no data or analyses to substantiate their
seemingly inaccurate allegations of incongruence (“When
genetic and phenotypic data do not agree”). In our view,
the ‘lines of evidence’ presented in Rawlence et al.’s (2017)

Figure 1. Reciprocal monophyly of Australian Black Swan (Cygnus atratus; red) and Poūwa (C. sumnerensis; blue) for mtDNA control
region/D-loop (A); and congruent morphological clustering (B) of these taxa, based on data from Rawlence et al. (2017).
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paper were neither conflicting, inconvenient nor ignored.
Cygnus atratus and C. sumnerensis, like many close pairs of
avian sister taxa (see below), are clearly supportable under
both phylogenetic (Cracraft 1983) and diagnosable (Baum &
Donoghue 1995; Helbig et al. 2002; Patten & Unitt 2002; Issac
et al. 2004; Cicero & Johnson 2006; Gill et al. 2010) species
concepts, the latter designed to specifically avoid taxonomic
overinflation (in addition to the integrative taxonomic
approaches apparently advocated by Dussex et al. (2018)).
It is possible that Dussex et al. (2018) are primarily taking
issue with the depth of mtDNA differentiation detected between
the extant Australian C. atratus and extinct New Zealand
C. sumnerensis, whereby Rawlence et al. (2017) “proceed to
declare a new species of swan based on 1.4% divergence”.
Apparently, in their view, 1.4% mtDNA divergence (regardless
of any other biological differentiation) is simply too small to
merit species-level recognition. On the same simplistic grounds,
Dussex et al.’s (2018) implied approach could similarly see
the rejection of Haast’s Eagle as a distinct taxon (see below),
which would make this bird one highly polymorphic species
indeed, ranging in size from 1–15 kg (Bunce et al. 2005).
By focusing here on the importance of absolute mtDNA
divergence, Dussex et al. (2018) are seemingly advocating
for a narrow ‘barcoding’ approach to avian taxonomy (see
Hebert et al. 2004), even implying that mtDNA divergence is
somehow a reliable proxy for reproductive isolation (e.g. their
Fig. 1) under the Biological Species Concept (BSC) (Mayr
1940, 1966). Through their suggestion that some arbitrary
minimum level of mtDNA divergence is needed to delimit
species (regardless of taxonomic group?), Dussex et al. (2018)
seem to have contradicted the ‘integrative’ approach favoured
elsewhere in their article.
For the sake of context, we feel it is informative here to offer
some examples of unique avian lineages from New Zealand
and elsewhere that, to our knowledge, are widely accepted as
taxonomically distinct (see Gill et al. 2010), despite their small
mtDNA divergences (across various sequence regions) relative
to sister taxa. Such taxa include Haast’s Eagle (Aquila moorei;
1.25% (cyt b) divergent from closest Australian sister taxa;
Bunce et al. 2005); Black Stilt (Himantopus novaezelandiae;
5% (CR) divergent from H. leucocephalus; MacAvoy &
Chambers 1999); Takahe (Porphyrio hochstetteri; 1.3%
(12S) and 3.7% (cyt b) divergent from P. melanotus; Trewick
1997); New Zealand/Chatham Islands Coot (Fulica prisca/
chathamensis; 0.5% (12S) divergent from F. atra australis;
Trewick 1997); New Zealand Quail (Coturnix novaezelandiae;
3% (COI) divergent from C. pectoralis; Seabrook-Davison et
al. 2009); New Zealand Pigeon (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae
novaeseelandiae; up to 1.3% (cyt b) and up to 2.9% (CR)
divergent from H. n. spadicea and H. chathamensis; Goldberg
et al. 2011); and, Waitaha Penguin (Megadyptes waitaha;
2.2–4.3% (CR) divergent from M. antipodes; Boessenkool et
al. 2009). Additionally, a substantial proportion of recognized
avian taxa have yet to evolve mtDNA monophyly or
reproductive isolation (e.g. Grant & Grant 1992, 1997; Kerr
et al. 2007; Joseph & Omland 2009), further questioning the
utility of one-dimensional barcoding approaches or strict
reliance on the BSC (Mayr 1940, 1966). Overall, it is clear that
distinct taxa can evolve over rapid evolutionary timeframes
(e.g. Mendelson & Shaw 2005; Lerner et al. 2011; Keller et
al. 2012). Thus, it seems highly misguided to impose arbitrary,
minimum mtDNA divergences for species delimitation, while
ignoring other forms of data (see Lambert et al. 2005 cf.
integrative approach of Bunce et al. 2009).
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Dussex et al. (2018) stress that researchers should seek
to assess “both neutral and selective genetic diversity when
delineating taxa”, although it is unclear which of these they
consider to be more important in taxonomic terms. We agree
that genome-wide approaches provide the best evidence for
informing all types of biological research, but also note that
selection at one or a few loci can generate the illusion of
taxonomic diversity (e.g. Veale et al. 2018). For instance, there
are several cases in which populations previously recognised by
avian systematists as distinct (e.g. based on a single plumage
characteristic) are not distinctive for genome-wide data (e.g.
Banks Peninsula populations of Eudyptula minor; Grosser et
al. 2015). Thus there is a risk that focussing on one or a few
loci under selection may result in taxonomic over-splitting,
something Dussex et al. (2018) seem to be advocating against.
While we agree with Dussex et al. (2018) that sound
scientific data and analyses are required to underpin
conservation policy, some of the seemingly contradictory
viewpoints presented by these authors seem to amount to
little more than a plea for ‘no more species’, as though
political, pragmatic or ‘on the ground’ considerations should
be allowed to override the best scientific evidence. We
would prefer to see conservation informed by the strongest
data available, with continued and increasing emphasis on
genome-wide and integrative approaches designed to recognise
and prioritise diversity (e.g. Narum et al 2013; Shafer et al
2015). While the relevance of particular species concepts
may be context-dependent, for the purpose of conserving
biodiversity, we believe it is critical that scientists seek to
recognise evolutionary/ecologically significant diversity, rather
than seeking to discredit conservation-status arguments for
taxa that might be disputable under, for instance, barcoding
approaches or the BSC.
In summary, while there are indeed major challenges ahead
for conservation of endangered native taxa and populations,
we are concerned that newly-recognized biodiversity (e.g.
Weston et al. 2015; Grosser et al. 2016; Weir et al. 2016)
not be dismissed as an ‘inconvenient truth’. It is particularly
concerning to us that Dussex et al. (2018) seem to imply that
agnostic (“cautious”) approaches (whereby newly-recognised,
highly-distinct lineages are not afforded separate taxonomic
status, e.g. Weston et al. 2015; Weir et al. 2016) are somehow
preferable to studies that make more definitive taxonomic and
conservation recommendations. Rather than representing a
genuinely progressive view, the “caution” advocated by Dussex
et al. (2018) carries the real risk that important biodiversity
could become extinct before it is prioritised for conservation
(e.g. Robertson et al. 2017; Wright 2017). In our view, such
an agnostic approach to taxonomy is anything but “cautious”.
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